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boundary layer would result in a lower tangential
stress of friction-a
concept which is at variance
with known hydrodynamic
results. A correct argument is immediately
reached upon noting the significance of the eddy-viscosity
coefficient.
Further,
a thickening
of the boundary layer is generally associated with an increase in form drag. These misinterpretations
notwithstanding,
this chapter is still
dotted with some sparkling ideas. The discussions
of the microstructure
and hydrodynamic
functions
of fish scales are very illuminating.
The many Aowvisualization
pictures presented here can serve well
to provide valuable information
for future investigators. The book proceeds on with discussions of
maneuvering,
camouflage,
other adaptations,
and
ecological
divergence
of nekton in subsequent
chapters.
In summary, this book draws on the contributions
from an extensive Russian literature and introduces
many fresh new ideas to be tested. It may be said
that the best approach to this multidisciplinary
subject is by collaborative
effort from all the disciplines
involved.
In the areas covered, the book offers
many original thoughts and evaluations in its own
right and expertise, and in this respect it will serve
as a useful reference source. Readers interested in
other aspects not covered may benefit from reading
several recent publications
such as Swimming und
flying in nature (2 vol., T. Y. Wu et al., eds., 1975:
Plenum),
Mathematical
biofluiddynamics
(J.
Lighthill,
1975: SIAM), Hydrodynamics
und energetics of fish propulsion
(P. W. Webb, 1975: Bull.
190, Dep. Environ., Ottawa), Scale effects in animul locomotions
(T. J. Pedley, ed., 1977: Academic), and Bewegungs-physiologie-Biomechunik
(W.
Nachtigall,
eds., 1977: Fischer).
T. Y. Wu
Engineering
Science Department
California
Institute of Technology
Pasadena 91125
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The table of contents of this attractively
presented English translation
from the Russian suggests exciting
reading for the oceanic biologist.
Nekton are to be treated systematically,
functionally, ecologically,
and evolutionarily.
However
a
closer look reveals that treatment is uneven. Of373
pages of text, 227 deal with the biohydromechanics
of swimming. For the nonspecialist
in the fluid dynamics of swimming,
this extensive
section is
nevertheless
interesting,
filled with richness of example and synthesis of literature.
Each section begins with a simple verbal description
of the problem to be discussed. This is followed with examples
illustrated
with high-quality
photographs,
diagrams, drawings, and figures, then with a series of
references to particular
nektonic species that exemplify the point under consideration.
Finally the
results of the comparative
analysis are tabulated,
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sequentially
ranking many different species according to given factors. The extensive use of comparative information
is impressive
and reflects a bibliography of over 1,000 references that leans heavily
on the Russian but that also cites extensively
the
contributions
of western investigators.
This, coupled with the clear hydrodynamic
descriptions
and
beautiful
illustrations
of the mechanical action of
adaptations associated with rapid swimming, makes
Nekton a most useful addition to the personal library .
Each chapter is cleanly presented, easy to read,
and carefully documented, but some sections were
more fun than others for me. For example, in the
section on boundary-layer
laminarization,
a spectrum of skin adaptations to control boundary-layer
flow by damping turbulent pulsations is discussed.
The subject is illustrated
with high quality photos
and a series of experiments
on nektonic porpoises
and nekkid leddies (ages 17-30) that indicate visually the beauty and excitement
of experimentation. Aleyev evaluates these experiments
against
other observations
in the literature
and concludes
that flabby folds of flesh are really not a useful adaptation for rapid forward movement through a viscous medium. Each chapter, therefore, has a nice
admixture of patterns of presentation,
diversity of
data, and probing experiments.
Although
the book is really about how fishes
swim, Aleyev is also deeply concerned with the
concept of “nekton.”
E. Haeckel in 1890 derived
the term from a Greek word for swimming. Aleyev
(p. 1) explains that Haeckel’s nekton were “. . . ‘free
to choose their path’, i.e. can resist a strong current
of water and, distinct from planktonic
animals, go
where they wish.” But Haeckel’s definition
(p. 1)
“
. . . no longer provides a sufficient basis for ecological and functional morphological
investigations,
since it affords no possibility
of quantitatively
assessing either the boundary between plankton and
nekton or that between nekton and other ecomorphological
types of biont.” Aleyev points out the
difficulty
of sorting pelagic animals into these categories (p. 1):
Parin (1968) believes that in the epipelagic
zone of the ocean the minimum size of nektonic fishes with a well-developed
capacity for
active swimming may be between 15 and 30
cm, as fishes shorter than 15 cm are unable to
counter oceanic currents. Meanwhile
young
Leucaspius
(Leucaspius delineatus)
only 1.5
cm long, observed by this writer in ponds near
Moscow proved capable of active horizontal
migrations
across the entire body of water
Aleyev himself distinguishes
between plankton and
nekton by (p. 1) “the capacity of pelagic animals for
active forward movement”
and asserts that biohydromechanics
and Reynolds number are the tools
required to make the distinction.
But Aleyev’s definiton of “nekton”
generates the two quite serious
weaknesses of this book: inadequate
appreciation
of the biology of animals, and an almost total disregard of normal ecological interactions.

